Purpose: Using latent class analysis (LCA), we have consistently identified two distinct subphenotypes in four randomized controlled trial cohorts of ARDS. One subphenotype has hyper-inflammatory characteristics and is associated with worse clinical outcomes. Further, within three negative clinical trials, we observed differential treatment response by subphenotype to randomly assigned interventions. The main purpose of this study was to identify ARDS subphenotypes in a contemporary NHLBI Network trial of infection-associated ARDS (SAILS) using LCA and to test for differential treatment response to rosuvastatin therapy in the subphenotypes.
Introduction
Acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) is defined as acute hypoxic respiratory failure (PaO 2 / FiO 2 < 300 mmHg), bilateral chest infiltrates, and the absence of cardiac failure as the primary diagnosis. Despite 50 years of research, there are no successful disease-altering pharmacological interventions in the treatment of ARDS. Biological heterogeneity subsumed within this clinical syndrome is considered one of the main causes for failure of pharmacological interventions in randomized controlled trials (RCTs) [1] .
Data from preclinical studies and non-RCTs have been highly encouraging for inflammation-abrogating immunomodulatory therapies in ARDS [2] . Among these, 3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl coenzyme A reductase inhibitors (statins) had been shown to attenuate inflammation in murine lung injury models [3] . Pretreatment with statins was also found to attenuate pulmonary inflammation in lipopolysaccharide-induced inflammation in healthy human volunteers, and prior statin therapy was associated with a survival benefit in patients with community-acquired pneumonia [4, 5] . Two multicenter RCTs, hydroxymethylglutaryl-CoA reductase inhibition with simvastatin in acute lung injury to reduce pulmonary dysfunction-2 study (HARP-2) [6] and rosuvastatin in sepsis-associated acute respiratory distress syndrome (SAILS) study [7] , were recently conducted to test the hypothesis that statin treatment may be beneficial in treating ARDS. Both trials found no difference in clinical outcomes between patients treated with statin compared to placebo.
In prior studies, using latent class analysis (LCA) in four separate ARDS RCT populations, we have consistently identified two subgroups, which we have named the "hypo-inflammatory subphenotype" and "hyperinflammatory subphenotype" [8] [9] [10] . The subgroups are clinically and biologically distinct from one another and remain stable over the first 3 days of enrollment [11] . The hyper-inflammatory subphenotype was associated with increased inflammatory biomarkers, a higher prevalence of shock, and worse clinical outcomes. Crucially, in the hyper-inflammatory subphenotype, we observed treatment responses to positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP) and conservative fluid management that were significantly different from the hypo-inflammatory class [9, 12] . Most recently, in the HARP-2 study, we observed a survival benefit in the hyper-inflammatory subphenotype with simvastatin therapy [13] .
In the presented study, we hypothesized that in SAILS, a more contemporaneous and sepsis-specific cohort of ARDS, two subphenotypes would once again be identified. In addition, we wanted to test whether using additional clinical data as class-defining variables in the LCA models would lead to identification of new latent classes. Further, in line with the findings of the HARP-2 LCA, we hypothesized that rosuvastatin therapy would preferentially confer a survival benefit in patients with a hyperinflammatory subphenotype.
Part of these results have been previously reported in the form of an abstract [14] .
Methods

Study design and population
This study was a secondary analysis of the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI) ARDS Network randomized controlled (SAILS) trial. The original trial ran from March 18, 2010 to September 30, 2013 (n = 745). Aside from standard ARDS diagnostic criteria, patients were also required to have a known or suspected infection and one of the following: a white blood cell count > 12,000/mm 3 or < 4000/mm 3 or a differential count with > 10% band forms, or core temperature > 38 °C or < 36 °C. Patients were randomized to receive rosuvastatin (40 mg loading followed by 20 mg daily) or placebo. Primary outcome for the trial was death before hospital discharge or 60-day mortality. There were no differences in outcome between the treatment and placebo groups in the original study.
Findings of this study were compared to our previous LCA in the HARP-2 trial [13] . HARP-2 was a multicenter RCT conducted in the UK and Ireland comparing daily simvastatin 80 mg to placebo in 540 patients with ARDS [6] . Unlike SAILS, recruitment in HARP-2 was not limited to patients with sepsis. Both trials were conducted over a similar time period. Full protocol details of both trials can be found in the original studies [6, 7] .
Statistical analysis
Latent class analysis (LCA)
For the purposes of this study, two separate latent class analyses were performed. First, as with our previous studies [9, 12] , we used a combination of clinical and biomarker data at baseline (prior to randomization) (Table S1 ). Four models were built consisting of one, two, three, and four classes, respectively. Optimal number of classes was evaluated using a combination of Bayesian information criteria, Vuong-Lo-Mendell-Rubin likelihood-ratio test, entropy, and number of observations in each class. Detailed explanation of LCA and the procedure for optimal model selection can be found in the Electronic Supplementary Material. Once identified, each individual was assigned a class according to model-generated probabilities.
In comparison to previous NHLBI trials, the SAILS trial collected a more comprehensive list of variables. For the second LCA, in addition to the variables used in the first LCA, these new variables were used as class-defining variables. The variables included presence of malignancy, recent immunosuppression (< 6 months), radiological lung injury score, smoking history, C-reactive protein, pre-morbid residence, and site of identified infection (Table S1 ). Additionally, chronic diseases with a sample prevalence of at least 10% were also included in the second LCA. Less prevalent diseases were considered unlikely to contribute to class definition and excluded from the models.
Predicting class assignment using three-variable model
In our previous work, a biomarker-based three-variable model was shown to have high accuracy in predicting subphenotypes [9, 12] . The availability in the SAILS dataset of C-reactive protein (CRP), a widely used marker of inflammation and mechanistically downstream of IL-6, was leveraged to test whether subphenotypes could be accurately classified using CRP-based logistic regression models. In line with our prior work, a three-variable model using CRP and two routinely measured clinical or laboratory variables that contributed most to defining subphenotypes was constructed. Next, the biomarker that contributed most to defining class was used alongside the two best clinical variables to construct a biomarker-based three-variable model. Receiver operator characteristics (ROC) and area under the curve (AUC) were calculated for the models and DeLong's test was used to compare model performance. Finally, to test the external validity of the identified subphenotypes across populations, we used the three-variable (soluble tumor necrosis factor receptor-1, interleukin-8, and serum bicarbonate) parsimonious logistic regression model developed in our prior study [9] to assign subphenotype in the SAILS cohort and compared its accuracy with LCA-derived subphenotype assignment. Details of the procedure used for feature selection and logistic regression models can be found in the Electronic Supplementary Material.
Depending on distribution, data are presented either as mean (± standard deviation) or median (interquartile range). Differences between groups were tested using Student t test or Mann-Whitney U test. Differences in proportions were tested using chi-squared test. We used logistic regression analysis with mortality at 60 days and 90 days as the outcome. Ventilatorfree days (VFD) was defined as the number of days the patient was alive and without ventilatory assistance to day 28. Death before day 28 was assigned no VFDs.
Poisson regression was used to analyze the differential effect of rosuvastatin treatment versus placebo on VFDs across subphenotypes. Kaplan-Meier statistics were used to estimate 60-day survival with the population first stratified by subphenotype followed by treatment assignment. For this study, latent class models were fit using Mplus [15] . All other analyses were performed using RStudio version 1.0.143 (http://www. rstud io.com/). Table 1 describes the fit statistics of the four LCA models generated. As anticipated, the Bayesian information criteria (BIC) decreased sequentially with addition of a new class to the models. The decrease in BIC was greatest, however, when moving from a one-class to a two-class model compared to models with more classes. Fit for the two-class model was a statistically significant improvement compared to the one-class model (p < 0.0001). Three and four class models did not provide a significant improvement in model fit. Entropy was highest in the two-class model (0.84), suggesting strong class separation (Table 1) . On the basis of these findings, the two-class model was judged to be the best fit for the population.
Results
Identification of optimal latent class model
In the two-class model, 448 (60%) of the patients were assigned to class 1 and 277 patients were assigned to class 2 (40%). The median class assignment probability was 1.0 (IQR 0.98-1) for class 1 and 1.0 (IQR 0.96-1.0) for class 2. A class probability of greater than 0.9 was seen in 403 (86.1%) class 1 patients and 232 (83.8%) class 2 patients, indicating strong class differentiation of the model (Figs. S1A and S1B).
Characteristics and outcomes in ARDS subphenotypes
As in our previous studies, class 2 had characteristics in keeping with "hyper-inflammation"; this class will be referred to as the hyper-inflammatory subphenotype for the remainder of the manuscript. A greater proportion of the hyper-inflammatory patients had a primary diagnosis of non-pulmonary sepsis (26.8% vs Table 1 Model fit statistics for one-to four-class models using original set of class-defining variables (initial modeling) p value represents the Vuong-Lo-Mendell-Rubin test which assesses if a model with n classes is a better fit than a model with n − 1 classes In comparison to the hypo-inflammatory subphenotype (class 1), the hyper-inflammatory subphenotype had significantly higher mean values for plasma IL-6, IL-8, sTNF-R1, ICAM-1, and PAI-1. Levels for protein C were significantly lower in the hyper-inflammatory subphenotype. LCA modeling seeks to identify subgroups that are heterogeneous to each other; therefore, most variables were significantly different between the two subphenotypes (Table 2) . Statistically, most standard laboratory variables were also significantly different between subphenotypes; however, only differences in bilirubin and creatinine were clinically significant. Higher values were observed in the hyper-inflammatory subphenotype for both these variables. In keeping with our previous studies, respiratory variables were mostly similar between the two subphenotypes. The relative contributions of the continuous variables in defining the subphenotypes are presented in Fig. 1 . The three-variable biomarker-based Table S2 ), suggesting that phenotype characteristics were similar to those identified previously. Table 3 summarizes the differences in outcome between the two phenotypes. The hyper-inflammatory subphenotype had a significantly higher 60-day mortality (36.5% vs 20.9%, p < 0.0001), higher 90-day mortality (37.6% vs 21.4%, p < 0.0001), and fewer ventilator-free days (15 days vs 23 days, p < 0.0001).
Number of classes
LCA models with extended class-defining variables
When an extended set of class-defining variables were used in the LCA models, the two-class model again best fit the population. In the extended two-class model, there were 462 patients in the hypo-inflammatory subphenotype (six fewer than initial model) and 283 patients in the hyper-inflammatory subphenotype (six more than the initial model). Overall, in 98% of the patients the initial assignment of subphenotype remained unchanged with the addition of more clinical data (Table 4) .
In the extended variable LCA, thorax (pneumonia or aspiration pneumonitis) as the site of infection was seen more frequently in the hypo-inflammatory subphenotype (85.8% vs 60.0%, p < 0.0001; Table 5 ), and the abdomen was the site of infection seen more frequently in the hyper-inflammatory subphenotype (15.2% vs 6.7%, p < 0.0001; Table 5 ). Diabetes mellitus was also significantly more prevalent in the hyper-inflammatory subphenotype (27.2% vs 20.3%, p = 0.0310), although the clinical significance of this difference remains uncertain (Table 5 ). C-reactive protein (CRP) was significantly 
Treatment effect in subphenotypes (extended variables LCA)
There was no evidence for a subphenotype-specific treatment benefit for rosuvastatin. Specifically, there were no significant differences observed between the 60-day survival curves when the population was stratified by subphenotype and treatment (hypo-inflammatory p = 0.45, hyper-inflammatory p = 0.33; Fig. 2 ). In the hyper-inflammatory subphenotype, no significant differences in outcome were observed between rosuvastatin-treated and placebo groups in 60-day mortality, 90-day mortality, or ventilator-free days to day 28. There were no significant treatment effects observed in the hypo-inflammatory subphenotype (Table 6 ). We also sought interactions between treatment response and subphenotypes. The analysis identified no significant interaction between subphenotypes and treatment allocation for either 
Differences between HARP-2 (simvastatin) and SAILS (rosuvastatin)
In contrast to HARP-2, we did not observe a subphenotype-specific treatment response in SAILS; therefore, post hoc, we sought to compare the patient populations studied in the two trials. The mean PaO 2 / FiO 2 at enrollment was significantly higher in SAILS compared to HARP-2 (167 vs 127 mmHg; p < 0.0001). Despite being a trial that recruited only infectionrelated ARDS, the proportion of patients that were vasopressor-dependent was also significantly lower in the SAILS trial (54% vs 66%, p < 0.0001), although high in both cohorts. Pneumonia was the primary risk factor for a higher percentage of patients in SAILS compared to HARP-2 (71% vs 58%, p < 0.0001).
CRP-based regression model showed moderate performance in predicting subphenotypes
Bicarbonate and creatinine were the two routinely measured clinical variables that contributed most to defining subphenotypes. These two variables in conjunction with CRP were used to construct a logistic regression model to identify class. Univariate analysis showed that all three variables were predictors of subphenotype (CRP p < 0.001, bicarbonate p < 0.0001, creatinine p < 0.0001). The three-variable regression model had a ROC AUC of 0.85. When the Youden index was used as the cutoff probability (0.41), the sensitivity of the model was 0.76 and specificity was 0.82 (Tables S3A  and S3B ). Soluble tumor necrosis factor receptor-1 (sTNFR1) was the biomarker that contributed 
Discussion
This secondary analysis of the SAILS trial reports that using LCA, two distinct subphenotypes of ARDS best describe the population. As in our prior work, subphenotype 2 has hyper-inflammatory characteristics with increased mortality and fewer ventilator-free days. Findings from this study expand our knowledge of ARDS subphenotypes by confirming the relevance of the hyper-inflammatory subphenotype in a more specific (infection-related) and contemporaneous ARDS cohort. In addition, these data demonstrate that expanding the number of clinical variables in the LCA models did not alter the number of classes in the population, further illustrating the stability of the two observed ARDS subphenotypes. Unlike the LCA in the HARP-2 trial [13] , no treatment effect with rosuvastatin was observed in either subphenotype in this study. LCA modeling in the SAILS cohort revealed findings similar to our previous studies. In total, using the same procedure, we have now reported the two-class model optimally describing ARDS populations across four different NHLBI ARDS Network datasets, namely, ALVE-OLI, ARMA, FACCT, and SAILS [9, 12] . Of these, SAILS is the most recent study. The presented findings indicate that the two subphenotypes identified using LCA have contemporaneous relevance, despite changing demographics and practices in ARDS [16] . Moreover, the characteristics of the two subphenotypes have remained strikingly consistent across all datasets. Inclusion of several new variables into the model failed to identify further classes. Again, these findings strongly reinforce the validity of two subphenotypes in ARDS, as increasing the complexity of the model by incorporating additional class-defining covariates is known to increase LCA performance [17] . The high predictive accuracy of a previously derived regression-based classifier model in SAILS further substantiates the validity of these phenotypes in RCT cohorts of ARDS. Furthermore, replication of these findings in a fifth ARDS cohort from the UK and Ireland (HARP-2) albeit using a limited set of variables substantiates the robustness and generalizability of the two subphenotype model [13] .
A distinctive feature of the current study consistent with our previously presented work in ARDS subphenotypes [9, 12, 13] is that respiratory variables, including the PaO 2 /FiO 2 ratio (PF ratio), perform poorly at differentiating class (Fig. 1) . A recent study suggests that stratification of patients by severity of ARDS using a cutoff of PaO 2 /FiO 2 ratio of 150 may lead to identification of more homogeneous patients in ARDS with differing anatomy and physiology, and would serve as a better threshold than the Berlin classification [18] . Interestingly, in SAILS, the incidence of patients with PaO 2 /FiO 2 < 150 was similar in both subphenotypes (PaO 2 /FiO 2 < 150 mmHg: hypo-inflammatory 60% vs hyper-inflammatory 64%, p = 0.35). These findings further support the hypothesis that the presented LCA-based stratification of ARDS cannot be identified using failure of oxygenation alone. In other words, despite being subgroups of ARDS, the classes are not representative of severity of respiratory failure. These findings, however, must be interpreted with caution, given that the respiratory variables used in LCA did not include measurements of pulmonary dead space nor a more quantitative measure of pulmonary edema on the chest radiograph, both of which have been shown to predict outcome in ARDS [19, 20] .
Nevertheless, on the basis of the presented study, the prominence of biomarkers such as IL-6, IL-8, sTNFR1, and protein C as class-defining variables (Fig. 1) suggests that the differences in identified classes may be primarily driven by underlying biology. The hyper-inflammatory subphenotype is associated with exaggerated inflammation, and as would be anticipated, the subphenotype is associated with hyperbilirubinemia, higher creatinine, and lower platelets ( Table 2) . Two factors, however, suggest that the subphenotypes capture information beyond mere severity of organ failure. First, organ failure scores, such as SOFA, are known to correlate poorly with proinflammatory cytokines in patients with sepsis [21] . Second, although SOFA and APACHE scores are useful in prognostication, the differential treatment responses observed in subphenotypes in our previous work were not identified when measures of severity were used to stratify the same population [10, 13] . These findings suggest that the LCA approach to identifying subgroups cannot be reproduced using conventional measures of disease severity.
Although the biomarker and clinical data suggest a strong biological association with inflammation and the identified classes, evidence for a direct causal pathway is lacking. Currently, in line with best practice [22] , we have termed the classes "subphenotypes" because they represent subgroups within ARDS, itself a phenotypic entity. However, as the field develops, with further details emerging of the biological properties underlying the subgroups, it is likely that the nomenclature will change. In addition, should these subphenotypes be identifiable in critical illness syndromes beyond ARDS, then the nomenclature of the classes would also require revision to reflect their status as critical illness phenotypes. To that end, the lack of importance of respiratory variables in the model coupled with SAILS being a sepsis-associated cohort of ARDS suggests that these subgroups may not be exclusive to ARDS; it is possible that these subgroups are also applicable to sepsis, where inflammation is central to the underlying pathophysiology.
Several groups have used peripheral leukocyte gene expression to identify subgroups in sepsis patients admitted to the ICU [23] [24] [25] [26] . Similar to the presented LCA subgroups, the subgroup identification in these studies is reliant on biological data. Direct comparison of subgroups we have identified using LCA with those identified in sepsis by transcriptomic analysis is not possible in the SAILS cohort because of the lack of corresponding transcriptomic data. Nonetheless, transcriptomic signatures of subphenotypes in ARDS and LCA in sepsis are worthy of future study.
Why might we have observed a subphenotype-specific treatment response to simvastatin in a previous study (HARP-2) but no similar treatment response to rosuvastatin in this analysis? There are several potential explanations. First, SAILS was specific for patients with infection-related ARDS, while HARP-2 enrolled patients with a wider variety of ARDS risk factors. This increases the possibility that subclasses identified in SAILS differ from those identified in the HARP-2 study. This explanation seems unlikely, however, considering the remarkable similarity in the clinical and biomarker profile between our current and previously identified "hyper-inflammatory" class. Second, and perhaps the most likely explanation, may be differences in the type of statins used in the two trials. Despite the absence of preclinical data, the investigators in the SAILS trial used rosuvastatin as the statin of choice. This decision was based on the lower drug-drug interaction profile of rosuvastatin and an assumed class effect across statins in ARDS. Simvastatin, however, is the only statin with clinical data supporting a role in ARDS, although atorvastatin also has some supportive preclinical data [3, 5, 27, 28] . Both are lipophilic molecules, whereas rosuvastatin is a hydrophilic molecule. Plasma protein expression of inflammatory biomarkers (IL-6, CRP), cortisol, and von Willebrand factor in response to statin therapy are to known vary depending on whether the statin administered is hydrophilic or lipophilic [29] [30] [31] . Although rosuvastatin is known to have greater lipid-lowering potency than simvastatin [32] , this may not confer greater anti-inflammatory activity. In a population-based study of sepsis, Lee and colleagues have recently shown reduced mortality at 30 days with prior use of simvastatin and atorvastatin but not rosuvastatin [33] . Extrapolating these data to SAILS, where the benefits of rosuvastin were tested in sepsis-associated ARDS, the assumption of class effect with all statins may not be valid. The choice of a hydrophilic statin in SAILS may have contributed to the negative result in this study compared to the secondary analysis of HARP-2.
A third possible explanation may be that the severity of ARDS, as defined by the PaO 2 /FiO 2 , was also different between the two trials. In a prospective observational study, Mansur and colleagues found that the protection afforded by statin therapy in ARDS was only observed in those patients with severe ARDS [34] . In addition to lower ARDS severity, the SAILS trial also had a relatively low mortality rate amongst patients with severe ARDS at baseline (23.7%) . Surprisingly, in the SAILS trial, 60-day mortality was highest in the mild ARDS population (44/145, 30.3%). If, as suggested, statin therapy is most effective in severe ARDS, the lower ARDS severity combined with lower mortality in the severe ARDS population may have contributed to the ineffectiveness of statin therapy in the SAILS trial and, consequently, within the hyper-inflammatory subphenotype.
SAILS provided an opportunity to assess the value of C-reactive protein (CRP) for subphenotype identification. CRP is a widely used acute-phase reactant that is associated with increased mortality in critically ill patients [35] . CRP is known to be under regulatory control of numerous pro-inflammatory cytokines, with IL-6 being one of its chief regulators [36] . Given the importance of IL-6 as a class-defining variable (Fig. 1) , we anticipated that CRP might be a useful variable to identify class. Despite the circular nature of the analysis, where the same data were used for model, and dependent variable generation, the CRP-based classifier models performed only modestly. In particular, compared to parsimonious models that incorporated biomarkers, the CRP-based model had inferior accuracy. It may be that, consistent with previous studies, absolute values of CRP are not reliable as indicators of severity of inflammation in ARDS or in critical illness [37, 38] . These findings suggest that research biomarkers such as sTNFR1, IL-6, or IL-8 are likely to be essential important components of accurate parsimonious classifier models that will need to be tested prospectively. The perturbing influence of anthropometric factors such as age and BMI that have been observed with CRP but not with IL-6 and IL-8 may in part explain this observation [39] . In addition, the higher incidence of liver impairment in the hyper-inflammatory subphenotype may also lead to lower than expected CRP levels compromising its utility as a classifier [40] .
This study has several strengths. LCA was performed using a data-driven unbiased approach. Enhanced complexity of class-defining variables in the LCA models adds to the robustness of the findings of two ARDS subphenotypes. The studied population of 745 patients was the most contemporaneous and comprehensive database in which we have applied LCA and represents a large cohort of infection-related ARDS patients. These results along with our previous work underline the generalizability of subphenotypes across varying ARDS populations.
This study also has limitations. The presented study is a secondary post hoc analysis of an RCT, limiting any observations to inferential or associative. Prospective studies are needed before we can apply ARDS subphenotypes in clinical practice or clinical trials. The complexity of LCA models renders them impractical and inaccessible as clinical tools. Parsimonious models that identify subphenotypes using a limited set of variables are required to improve their clinical feasibility. Another rate-limiting step in identifying subphenotypes at the bedside is the inability to measure biomarkers rapidly, in real time, and in a cost-effective manner. Technology that supports such measurements may be essential for subphenotype identification in the clinical setting. Constructing models that only utilize readily available clinical data may be useful and accelerate identification of subphenotypes in clinical practice and require further investigation. Finally, LCA subphenotypes have so far been limited to RCTs. A recent study, using alternative methods to identify subgroup in ARDS, suggests that a hyperinflammatory subphenotype also exists in observational cohorts [41] . Further studies are needed to confirm these findings using LCA.
Conclusion
This analysis confirms the existence of two discrete subphenotypes in a contemporary and specific subset of ARDS population. No treatment effect was observed with rosuvastatin therapy within subphenotypes. We postulate that this observation was due to RCT design factors and specifically the choice of statin, rather than features of the subphenotypes per se. The consistency of our findings in this analysis and previous studies support future investigations that can elucidate the underlying differences in biology, physiology, and pathology between subphenotypes. Promisingly, introduction of technology that permits bedside identification of subphenotypes may lead to an era of subphenotype-based and biologyspecific clinical trials, which in turn could significantly impact patient outcomes.
